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About This Game

When you wake up disoriented and barely knowing your name and nearly late for high school and then threatened by a weird
tentacle guy in a letterman jacket - what's a hero to do?

BECOME THE COOLEST PERSON AT MULTIVERSE HIGH, OF COURSE!

Join the PANIC! cast in their visual novel debut, as you join weird clubs, experience insane classes, celebrate bizarre holidays,
and befriend wildly different potential best pals in your quest to tell your rival Chad that he is a massive jerk.

(Oh, and figure out why all these strange people are in high school and why you keep having mysterious headaches for odd
reasons, that too.)

Eighteen possible besties!

Six clubs!

Four classes!

Three stats!
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Friendship and stat-based reactivity!

The word count is a really high number I can't remember right now but it's REALLY HIGH, TRUST ME!

LOTS OF OTHER STUFF!

What are you waiting for? Enroll in a year of fun at PANIC AT MULTIVERSE HIGH!
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I Fancied it Then, and I Fancied it now.

10/10. Y I K E S. Wouldn't touch this game ever again for the price you pay. $5 game at most selling for $15+. Just horrible all
around even for a new game!. This is one of the worst games I've ever played. I was expecting a funny game, and this isn't funny
at all.

I can't recommend this game to any single person.. It's a cute little game with nice clever puzzles. Very atmospheric and
intuitive, great visuals, and you cannot die, but the drawback is - it's very short. Just leaves you wanting more.

I give it two out of four hearts.. Ever wanted to tie guns to remote control cars and fight with them? This basically gives you that
feeling. It's repetitive and eventually gets boring. But for that feeling of zoomin' around and shooting stuff this is it. Lacks any
rpg elements but with a controler it is a fun feeling.. I rather enjoy this game. Has quite a learning curve but the basics of the
game are still easy to grasp though. It is undoubtedly repetitive, but for the most part I don't find repetitive trading mechanics
boring, especially when there's a bit of naval combat, some missions and such thrown in the mix. Campaign is decent, although
the extended freeplay is where the most fun to be had is imo.. Rm2k3 is a sequel to highly acclaimed cult Rm2k, which
introduces sideview battle system that particular feature made this engine my favorite rpg maker of all.. dis♥♥♥♥♥♥gud
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ny1 wanna play wit me?. Awesome, well made and enjoyable (the content is really entertaining ^,^)

If you have a chance to get it you should, easy to get sucked into after a few minutes & end up playing the night away... =.=.
You see the pictures? Those are over a year old. BEFORE thegame breaking and game ruining update. This game is now just
being false advertised and is ruined. Not worth $20. Not even worth $10. Do me a favor, report this, and then skip.. The controls
are frustrating, not always responsible, and way too rough. Everything slides and it's a real pain. The concept is fun and all, but I
can't enjoy the game because it plays like♥♥♥♥♥♥. NEEDS IMPROVEMENT

CONS

-I don't think this is worth $2 it
-sound doesn't fit what you are doing - e.g pull out granade loading gun sound
-no one online (really!)

Pros

-not to laggy
-fun idea and cartoon graphics

PS
-I will check the game every-so-offen and might chane my rating
-so far not worth $2
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